Social Distancing and Physical Separation Safety Shields
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CAP Fixtures has been hard at work designing new and innovative solutions to the worldwide Pandemic
challenge that we all find ourselves facing. As retailers it is crucial that you seek out new ways to ensure
customer and worker safety. Adding safety shields (also known as sneeze guards) to existing point-of-sale
checkou is by far the most proactive way that you can quickly protect your employees and customers.
Retailers who install safety shields at point of sale not only engender trust - a
valuable and elusive retail requirement these days, but also enable a smooth
transition to a day when our country is once again OPEN FOR BUSINESS by
allowing those who are reluctant shoppers to have more confidence in
venturing into your shops.
Many of our clients are categorized as ESSENTIAL and have remained open
during this Coronavirus Pandemic. One of the most requested and indeed most
crucial items that our essential clients require right now are our many designs of
COVID-19 Checkout & Cash Wrap Safety Shields.
The Covid-19 Checkout & Cash Wrap Safety Shield is an acrylic barrier that can
be installed in nearly any environment or existing situation.
- Short Lead Times with Domestic Material
Inventory Possible
- Custom Designs for Every Application
- Acrylic, Polycarbonate or PETG
Common Applications:
- Counter Top
- Free Standing Floor
- Hard Mounted Shields for Sides of Cash Wrap
- Hanging (wire supported from Ceiling)
- Challenge us!
In addition to the COVID-19 Checkout & Cash Wrap Safety Shield, Cap is a specialist in custom checkout
and cash wrap safety shield solutions - challenge us with your customer and worker safety needs - we will
devise an innovative, affordable and FAST solution!
Contact Randy Griffith at 614-900-6360 today!

